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Wild horse-based tourism as wildlife tourism: the wild horse as the
other
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Wild horses as the focus of tourism occupy a unique position. This is a consequence of
their ambiguous status in the natural and cultural landscape, particularly in North
America. Wild horses are ecological agents, cultural icons, economic factors and
political pawns. The complexity of their management environment has an impact on
the tourism and recreational context. Focusing on the western US and western
Canada, this article explores a conceptual framework for wild horse-based tourism
and highlights unique characteristics of the encounter between wild horses and
visitors, drawing on literature and empirical data. It positions wild horse-based
tourism within a framework of wildlife tourism and introduces the wild horse as a
charismatic animal which elicits strong reactions from visitors who encounter it.
While visitors tend to embrace the wild horse as an integral part of its habitat, as a
symbol of the western frontier, and an embodiment of freedom, the animal remains
an extremely polarising subject in the management debate of public lands in the USA
and Canada. The wild horse’s beleaguered status in both countries seriously interferes
with the realisation of the true potential of wild horse-based tourism. On the other
hand, wild horse supporters pin high hopes on this industry’s transformative power.
Keywords: wild/feral horses; wildlife tourism; non-human charisma

A horse is a thing of beauty . . . none will tire of looking at him as long as he displays himself in
his splendor.
Xenophon (n.d.) (Greek historian ca. 430 –350 BC)
It’s time to take a real adventure. These wild horses are a part of your national heritage and
continue to run free across the public lands. They’re only a short drive from Reno and Las
Vegas and expert guides are ready to lead the way. What are you waiting for? (Wild Horse
Adventure of Nevada, n.d.)
Imagine a place where, as far as the eye can see, miles and miles to the horizon, you can view
America as it was 300 years ago. Imagine a place, long revered by the American Indians,
where the Cheyenne River flows in all four directions, and eagles’ shadows sweep rocky
canyon walls, a place where wild horses run free across endless prairies, hooves striking
thunder, manes and tails flying in the wind. You will feel them, before you hear them; you
will hear them before you see them. (Black Hills Wild Horse Sanctuary Website; South
Dakota, USA)
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Introduction
Wild horses as the focus of tourism occupy a unique position. This is a consequence of their
ambiguous status in the natural and cultural landscape, particularly in North America. Wild
horses are ecological agents, cultural icons, economic factors and political pawns (Lynn,
1998; Nimmo & Miller, 2007; Notzke, 2010, 2013; Rikoon, 2006; Symanski, 1985,
1994, 1996). The complexity of their management environment has an impact on the
tourism and recreational context and influences stakeholders’ expectations with regard to
tourism. Wild horse-based tourism may incorporate elements of wildlife tourism, ecotourism, heritage tourism and adventure tourism none of which are mutually exclusive.
Free-ranging horse populations occur all over the world in many different habitats. It is
generally agreed that the Mongolian Przewalski Horse is the only surviving ‘true’ wild
horse (even though the Portuguese Sorraia and the Exmoor Pony may lay claim to the
same designation [Oelke, 1997, 2012]), whereas all others are ‘feral’, i.e. previously domesticated. However, the use of the socially constructed (Notzke, 2013) categories ‘feral’ and
‘wild’ is highly inconsistent and reflects the controversy surrounding free-ranging horses.
They are persecuted as exotic pests in Australia (Linklater, Stafford, Minot, & Cameron,
2002; Robinson, Smyth, & Whitehead, 2005; Symanski, 1994), strictly controlled in
New Zealand (Fleury, 2006), enabled to survive in Namibia’s desert environment
(Goldbeck & Greyling, 2011; Greyling, Cilliers, & Van Hamburg, 2007) and utilised as
agents of restoration ecology in Siberia (Zimov, 2005), Germany (Sonnenburg &
Gerken, 2003), Austria, the Netherlands and Great Britain (Zimmermann, 2005). In this
article, the term ‘wild’ will be employed to describe horses that are without owners, who
roam free, and who have survived without human support for generations.
Wild horse issues are particularly complicated in North America. In the USA, wild
horses are not protected as wild animals but rather managed and controlled for their perceived cultural significance. Less than half of America’s approximately 60,000 mustangs
continue to roam free (Downer, 2008). Ever since the passage of the 1971 Wild FreeRoaming Horses and Burros Act (US Congress, 1971), the management of the western
US’ wild horses has been mired in controversy (De Steiguer, 2011; Downer, 2011;
Morin, 2006; Ryden, 1999; Stillman, 2008; Symanski, 1985, 1996).
Western Canada (the provinces of British Columbia, Alberta and Saskatchewan) is
home to but a minute fraction of the number of wild horses that inhabit the American
west. Until the passage of protective legislation for Saskatchewan’s wild horses in 2009
(Government of Saskatchewan, 2009), the only status of free-roaming horses throughout
western Canada was that of stray animals. The twentieth century witnessed a decline in
their numbers from between 10,000 and 20,000 (Bearcroft, 1966) to probably less than
3000, as a result of bounty systems, unregulated capture and indiscriminate killing of the
animals. Despite their comparatively small number (or because of it) and lower profile, it
has been documented that western Canadian wild horses constitute an ‘issue’ (Notzke,
2013) for resource managers, local and regional stakeholders, and the public.
This article explores the wild horse as a tourism attraction and aims to position wild
horse-based tourism within a framework of wildlife tourism. Its focus is on western
Canada and the western USA, but parallels are also drawn to other locations I am
familiar with. The notion of the wild horse as wildlife is a controversial one. But just
as scientists of various backgrounds make a strong case for the wild horse as returned
indigenous North American wildlife (Burckhard, 1996; Burckhardt cited in Morin, 2006,
p. 303; Flannery, 2001, p. 295; Kirkpatrick & Fazio, 2010, p. 5f; Martin, 2005, p. 194),
it can be shown that wild horse-based tourism fits seamlessly into conceptual
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frameworks for wildlife tourism (Duffus & Dearden, 1990; Orams, 1996; Reynolds &
Braithwaite, 2001).
Furthermore, this article sets out to demonstrate that wild horse-based tourism is relevant as a subject of academic inquiry, as an enrichment of the tourist experience, and as
a factor in wild horse management and conservation. It also illustrates that the social construction of the wild horse by tourism stakeholders is particularly complex, due to the
animal’s deep entrenchment in western society’s cultural fabric. As a tourism attraction,
wild horses may be viewed as natural as well as cultural heritage. As a species wild
horses tend to be highly polarising as well as ‘charismatic’, in either respect reminiscent
of wolves. The wild horse’s charisma is rooted in its animal agency and subjectivity
which elevate it above just being ‘[a] passive surface[s] on to which human groups inscribe
imaginings and orderings of all kinds.’ (Notzke, 2013; Philo & Wilbert, 2000, p. 5).
Framework and methodology
This article explores a conceptual framework for wild horse-based tourism and highlights
unique characteristics of the encounter between wild horses and visitors, drawing on literature as well as empirical data.
Over the past four decades, there has been a phenomenal increase and diversification in
nature-based tourism in general and wildlife tourism in particular. This development has
been accompanied by a proliferation in the literature engaging with this phenomenon.
Only a few examples which are particularly pertinent to wild horse-based tourism shall
be introduced here.
One important category of literature represents efforts to develop conceptual frameworks for wildlife tourism. Not surprisingly, different scholars adopt different approaches
and focus on different aspects of the wildlife –tourist encounter. Duffus and Dearden (1990)
propose a conceptual framework for non-consumptive wildlife-oriented recreation. Their
model incorporates three focal elements: the species (or species group) in question, the
human user, and the historical context of the relationship between the two. The interaction
of these elements is crucial for the management context of the recreational/tourism experience. The historical context is particularly relevant to the wild horse due to its hybrid character as a natural being and a cultural creation (Notzke, 2013).
Orams (1996) focuses on a range of opportunities for people to encounter wildlife,
which he refers to as a ‘Spectrum of Tourist – Wildlife Interaction Opportunities
(SoTWIO)’. This spectrum ranges from viewing animals in the captive state to encountering them in the wild, with concurrent management options and control mechanisms and
resultant outcomes for visitors and the environment. This approach, too, is highly relevant
to wild horse tourism, considering wild horse viewing opportunities in captivity, in a semicaptive state (in sanctuaries) and in the wild (with and without habituation). Of particular
interest is Orams’ focus on education as a management strategy. The aspect of different
levels of tourists’ engagement with animals has been more recently expanded on by
Cohen (2009) and shall be revisited later on in this article.
In their conceptual approach of wildlife tourism (including both consumptive and nonconsumptive activities), Reynolds and Braithwaite (2001) incorporate some of the ideas of
the above-mentioned authors, while adopting a systems framework and seeking to classify
and reconcile the major components of wildlife tourism/recreation. They emphasise the
potential for conflict of conservation values, animal welfare, visitor satisfaction and economic profitability and the necessity for trade-offs and guiding principles to make wildlife
tourism work. After identifying influential factors affecting wildlife tourism, they
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proceed to determine the combination of circumstances which result in the best possible
outcome for visitor satisfaction as well as wildlife protection. This approach tries to do
justice to the complexity and dynamic character of wildlife tourism and is clearly relevant
to wild horse-based tourism. Of particular interest here is the balance between the effect on
the animals on the one hand and the richness of the visitor’s experience on the other hand.
There are several books on wildlife tourism which cover virtually all aspects of this
tourism sector. In her pioneering text ‘Wildlife Tourism’ Shackley (1996) gives the topic
a comprehensive treatment, including captive and free-roaming animals and consumptive
and non-consumptive activities. Of particular interest here is the author’s discussion of
wildlife habituation and the visitor experience. The new millennium witnessed the publication of two more books with the same title, both edited volumes. Higginbottom (2004)
uses a similarly broad approach as Shackley. Despite the Australian background of its 16
contributors this book achieves global geographical coverage. Newsome, Dowling, and
Moore (2005, p. 9) adhere to an ecocentric worldview and focus on the viewing of
animals in the wild and non-consumptive encounters. With regard to wild horse-based
tourism, Bentrupperbaeumer’s (2005) contribution on the ‘Human Dimension of Wildlife
Interaction’ is particularly instructive. Another edited volume which is highly relevant to
the student of wild horse-based tourism is Shackley’s (2001) work on ‘Flagship
Species’. Flagship species may be described as ‘animals that are frequently large, rare,
endangered, spectacular and which form the basis for regional or international tourism destination promotions’ (Shackley, 2001, p. 3). This is a concept worthwhile exploring for the
case of the wild horse. This book covers a wide range of international examples, from polar
bears in the Canadian Arctic to orangutans in South East Asia and peccaries in Peru, testimony to the huge variety of species which attract wildlife tourists. In her complex volume
‘Facing the wild’ Bulbeck (2005) discusses the connection between ‘ecotourism, conservation and animal encounters’ (subtitle). In her final chapter, she calls for ‘respectful stewardship of a hybrid nature’ focusing on ‘the particularities of relationships rather than
monochrome worldviews’ (Bulbeck, 2005, p. 197). This appeal, while transcending the
tourism theme, resonates with the student of wild horse issues. Finally, the most recent
tourism studies book that needs mentioning is Fennell’s (2012) important work on
‘Tourism and animal ethics’ which includes an engagement with ethical questions pertaining to wildlife viewing.
The broad spectrum of wildlife tourism is highlighted by Newsome et al. (2005, p. 4f) in
a list of examples describing tourist activities focused on insects, crustaceans, fish, reptiles,
birds, and mammals. Tourist interest, however, is not evenly shared by species which is
reflected in scholarly attention to tourist activities focused on specific animals. A disproportionate amount of interest appears to be directed at cetaceans (Curtin, 2006; Curtin &
Wilkes, 2007; Einarsson, 2009; Higham & Bejder, 2008; Higham & Lusseau, 2008;
Hughes, 2001; Lueck, 2003; Milstein, 2008; Mustika, Birtles, Everingham, & Marsh,
2013; Russell & Hodson, 2002) and polar bears (Lemelin, 2005, 2006, 2008; Lunn,
2001). For the consideration of wild horses it is important to explore the factors that
render a species appealing for visitors (Bart, 1972; Hoage, 1989; Tremblay, 2002;
Woods, 2000). An investigation of species such as wolves who share the wild horse’s
complex cultural mythology and social construction is particularly instructive for wild
horse-based tourism (Klinghammer, 1989; LaPage, 1997; Lopez, 1978; Scarce, 1998;
Wilson & Heberlein, 1996).
In addition to literature, this article draws on empirical data. The collection of tourism
data was an integral part of a more comprehensive research program which explored management challenges relating to wild horses in the western USA and in Canada. Between
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2006 and 2011, the following field locations were visited (and ongoing communication
maintained):
Nemiah Valley (Chilcotin), British Columbia, Canada
The Eastern Foothills of the Rocky Mountains, Alberta, Canada
Bronson Forest (near Lloydminster), Saskatchewan, Canada
Sable Island, Nova Scotia, Canada
Pryor Mountain National Wild Horse Range (Montana/Wyoming), USA
Black Hills Wild Horse Sanctuary (South Dakota), USA
International Society for the Protection of Mustangs and Burros (ISPMB) Ranch and Lakota
Tribal Park, Cheyenne River Lakota Sioux Reservation (South Dakota), USA
Theodore Roosevelt National Park (North Dakota), USA

Fieldwork consisted in participant observation, in-depth semi-structured key informant and
stakeholder interviews, and an exploratory questionnaire survey gauging tourists’ interest in
wild horses in Canada and visitors’ experiences with mustangs in the USA.
Participant observation is a proven method for qualitative data collection in the social
sciences (Bonner & Tolhurst, 2002; Johnson, Avenarius, & Weatherford, 2006), which
requires the researcher to become a participant in the culture or context being observed.
In the context of the larger research program (of which the tourism aspect is an integral
part), my
participant observation may be understood as being part of the ‘wild horse scene’ where constructed meanings of wild horses and their habitat were communicated to the researcher verbally in face to face encounters (during participation in meetings and visits in or near the horses’
habitat), in written form and through the Internet. (Notzke, 2013, p. 394)

Participant observation was also engaged in while participating in a tourist tour of the Black
Hills Wild Horse Sanctuary in South Dakota and spending ‘tourist time’ at other field
locations.
I conducted [thirty-three] semi-structured in-depth interviews with a variety of stakeholders
and experts, including government employees, scientists, ranchers, wild horse supporters,
members of non-governmental organisations, and First Nations (these categories are not
mutually exclusive). These interviews were tape-recorded, transcribed, and analysed for contents. (Notzke, 2013, p. 394)

The topic of tourism was addressed in a majority of these interviews. To protect the interviewees’ privacy the interview transcripts were assigned a number code.
I carried out tourism surveys in both countries with a different focus in either case. In the
USA, wild horse-based tourism is an established phenomenon, i.e. there are organised wild
horse ‘tours’, and there are facilitated opportunities to view mustangs in a captive, semicaptive and wild state. As a result I considered it important to learn about visitors’ experiences with wild horses. In 2006 and 2008 I made self-administered questionnaires available
for pick-up in Lovell, gateway to the Pryor Mountain National Wild Horse Range on the
Wyoming/Montana border, and at the Black Hills Wild Horse Sanctuary in South Dakota
to be filled out and returned to me by self-addressed envelopes. Ninety completed questionnaires were obtained in this manner. In western Canada wild horses are not acknowledged
or marketed as a tourism attraction, and consequently it is of interest to find out whether
visitors to those areas where wild horses range, would be interested in facilitated
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opportunities to encounter these animals. In 2008 I conducted a survey in the vicinity of the
range of wild horses in Alberta and Saskatchewan, namely Alberta’s Rocky Mountain Foothills west of Sundre, and Saskatchewan’s Bronson Forest near Lloydminster. Self-administered questionnaires were made available for pick-up at visitor centres and tourism
attractions to be filled out and returned to me by self-addressed envelopes. I received 85
completed questionnaires.
Why wild horse-based tourism?
Considering the large variety of animal species which are attracting the attention of visitors
and tourism scholars alike, it is somewhat surprising that wild horses have so far been seemingly overlooked by tourism researchers. Before further engaging with this subject it
bears documenting that wild horse-based tourism is taking place in various parts of
North America as well as in many other countries around the world, and that it is considered
a vital component of wild horse management and conservation by virtually all individuals
and organisations who envisage a future presence of wild horses in the North American
landscape.
The field locations I visited in the western US feature wild horses in different management environments. All of them received visitors interested in observing wild horses, and
all of them have recently expanded their tourism services. Tourism plays an extremely
important role in the Black Hills Wild Horse Sanctuary in South Dakota, as it generates
between one-half and one-third of the operating expenses, the other two-thirds being
accounted for by donations and the sale of foals (mustangs as well as paints and quarter
horses) respectively (Interview 2006.13). The sanctuary receives 20,000 visitors per
season who are taken on bus tours to visit some habituated wild horse bands and are
also introduced to other aspects of the area’s cultural and natural significance.
Also in South Dakota, the International Society for the Protection of Mustangs and
Burros (ISPMB) owns a ranch on the Cheyenne River Lakota Sioux Reservation which
serves as a conservation centre for displaced mustang herds. ISPMB conducts tours for visitors and envisages the establishment of an International Wild Horse and Burro Heritage
Centre with a focus on ecotourism, research, and education.
The Pryor Mountain National Wild Horse Range on the border between Montana and
Wyoming is one of the more high profile areas accommodating wild horses managed by the
Federal Bureau of Land Management. It is often presented as the first public wild horse
range to be established in the USA even though it is the second (1968). Pryor Mountain
mustangs are known as ‘primitive’ Spanish-type mustangs, featuring the dun factor and
other striking colours. They are presented as descendents of the horses of the Spanish conquistadors. Between 2001 and 2009 film maker Ginger Kathrens produced three films (and
companion books) shown in public television’s NATURE series in which she documents a
palomino stallion’s life over several years. These films attracted a lot of attention to the
Pryor Mountains and boosted visitor interest in this mustang herd. There is interpretive
signage along the paved road running through the range. The Pryor Mountain Wild
Mustang Center, a public, not-for-profit educational institution, manages a visitor information centre and offered tours throughout the wild horse range (which were suspended
in 2013). And finally, in the Theodore Roosevelt National Park, visitors view wild
horses along with other wildlife.
There are other examples of wild horse-based tourism and of plans to further this
tourism subsector: Red Canyon Wild Mustang Tours, Cody, Wyoming (http://www.
codywyomingadventures.com/red-canyon-wild-mustang-tours/); Pilot Butte Wild Horse
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Scenic Loop Tour (self-guided tour), Wyoming (http://www.flaminggorgecountry.com/
Pilot-Butte-Wild-Horse-Scenic-Tour); and Wild Horse Photographic Tours with Mark
Terrell, Nevada (wildhorsesofnevadaphoto.com). The Wild Horse Observers Association
(WHOA) (www.whoanm.org/), a non-profit corporation in New Mexico, is actively promoting the establishment of a wild horse state park to boost tourism revenue for the state.
Wild horse watching is a firmly entrenched activity among visitors to the barrier islands
of the USA Eastern Seaboard: from Assateague (Maryland/Virginia) over Corolla, Ocracoke and Shackleford in North Carolina to Cumberland Island in Georgia. Assateague
Island is located within only a half-day’s drive of one-fifth of the US population and is
heavily visited (Urquhart, 2002, p. 142). Every year in July, public interest and visitor
numbers climax in the pony penning, swim and auction which attract crowds in the tens
of thousands.
On the last Wednesday and Thursday of July, locals round up the ponies on their Assateague
home ground, swim them across the channel to Chincoteague, and sell spring foals at auction.
The proceeds help to maintain the herd and run the Chincoteague Volunteer Fire Company
which owns the ponies on the Virginia end of Assateague . . . Approximately 55,000 visitors
pack the island each year. (Urquhart, 2002, p. 87f)

The Assateague horses were made world famous by author Marguerite Henry’s books
(1947, 1963). Sable Island is another iconic place in many people’s mind. Located
300 km off the coast of Nova Scotia, Canada, this ‘shape-shifting ghost of an island’
(de Villiers & Hirtle, 2004, dust jacket) was already a Canadian landmark when designated
a national park in 2013. Up to now, access was restricted, and the island’s rare flora and
fauna including its most famous inhabitants, its wild horses, were only visited by a small
number of researchers, artists, photographers and cinematographers. Inclement weather
and rough seas are likely to limit visitation in the future, but the tourism industry is
casting an interested eye on this rare location (CBC News, 2013).
Similarly to Chincoteague, it is a special event in the lifecycle of (semi)wild horses
which draws up to 20,000 visitors to a small town in Germany, Duelmen, each May.
Every year, on the last Saturday of May, a century old tradition manifests itself when
male yearlings are captured by hand during a round-up and then auctioned off. The
semi-wild ponies of the Wild Horse Enclosure Merfeld Marsh in Westphalia have
roamed this area for many centuries. They are owned by the Dukes of Croy, live in a
nature preserve, and constitute a major tourist attraction (Herzog von Croy’sche Verwaltung, n.d.; Krewerth & Rensing, 1979).
In Namibia, the Namib desert horses of Namib-Naukluft Park have become an important regional economic factor as a tourism attraction, a fact not inconsequential in securing
their future (Goldbeck, 2006; Goldbeck & Greyling, 2011; Notzke, personal observation;
von Poser, n.d.). Przewalski horses were re-introduced in Mongolia’s Hustai National
Park and Biosphere Reserve after more than a century’s absence. The protected area was
created for them, and they constitute the park’s flagship species, serving as ‘the most important door-openers and money-makers for the park’ (Notzke, personal observation; Wit &
Bouman, 2006, p. 227).
Tourism has come to be perceived as an important factor in securing the future for wild
horses in western North America. In Canada as well as the USA, this future is by no means
guaranteed. While the legislative and jurisdictional frameworks are fundamentally different
in both countries, wild horses are denied their legitimate place in their habitat, and herd
sizes are being reduced to below genetically viable numbers. Almost without exception,
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wild horse supporters look to tourism as an important factor in securing these animals’
future (McCrory, 2005; Pare, 2005, 2006; Interview 2006.3; Wild Horses of Alberta
Society [WHOAS] website and ongoing communication with WHOAS; Return To
Freedom American Wild Horse Sanctuary Website). There are indications that economic
validation (through tourism) and/or massive public pressure are the only factors likely to
sway government attitudes towards wild horses in Canada (Interviews 2006.6, 2011.1,
2011.2, 2011.9).
A recent phenomenon in the USA is the establishment of the so-called ‘ecosanctuaries’
which are intended to be partially self-sufficient through tourism (Johnson, 2012). This
initiative is designed to alleviate costs to taxpayers and may also provide better living conditions for animals removed from their herd management areas only to be stockpiled in
long-term holding facilities. The most publicised venture is without doubt ‘Mustang Monument’, an eco-resort (to be open for business in 2014) surrounded by a wild horse preserve
in Nevada, brainchild of businesswoman and animal welfare activist Madeleine Pickens.
This large-scale enterprise is operated by a private foundation and designed to showcase
an American icon – the mustang – to the domestic and international public in a rather
exclusive fashion (www.mustangmonument.com).
A new public – private sector initiative relies on the same idea albeit on a more modest
scale. The first Bureau of Land Management (BLM) sponsored wild horse ecosanctuary
opened during the summer of 2013. This sanctuary is a privately owned ranch (in this
case Deerwood Ranch in Wyoming, http://www.deerwoodranchwildhorseecosanctuary.
com/Welcome.html) which entered into a contractual agreement with the BLM to accommodate a specified number of captured wild horses in return for a per capita payment.
Unlike in regular holding facilities, however, these wild horses will be showcased in a
tourism setting to raise funds for the operation of the ecosanctuary (Dayton, 2013). The
BLM bills this initiative as a potential means of reducing taxpayers’ expenses and of
turning mustangs from a charity case into a boon for flagging rural economies (Johnson,
2012).
These examples from North America and other countries indicate that there is a real
and/or perceived benefit of wild horse-based tourism to visitors, host communities, the
wild horses, and their habitat. Tourism is a very effective tool of shaping popular
opinion and consciousness of places, nature, and culture. It can be used as a means of
education as well as of economic validation. There are numerous examples where wildlife
tourism has benefitted species at risk and associated communities while providing an
enriching experience to visitors (Hanssen, 2001; Ringer, 2002; Shackley, 1995), but
such benefits are always delicately balanced with actual or potential negative impacts
on the species in question and its habitat (Green & Giese 2004; Higginbottom, Green,
& Northrope, 2003; Higham & Bejder, 2008; Roe, Leader-Williams, & Dalal-Clayton,
1997). In order to maximise the benefits of wild horse-based tourism, a thorough understanding of its constituent elements and distinctive characteristics is necessary. Such
understanding is facilitated by the use and modification of existing frameworks for wildlife tourism (Figure 1).
The approach used in this study draws on a combination of elements highlighted by
Duffus and Dearden (1990) and Wilson and Heberlein (1996). As previously mentioned,
Duffus and Dearden (1990) propose a conceptual framework for non-consumptive wildlife-oriented recreation incorporating three focal elements: the species in question, the
human user, and the historical context of the relationship between the two. In their study
of wolf tourism, Wilson and Heberlein (1996) introduce a framework which also includes
three key elements, namely the tourist, the wolf and the recreational context. These two
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Conceptual framework for wild horse-based tourism.

approaches shall be merged for an exploration of wild horse-based tourism. The encounter
between visitors and wild horses is the central theme (and the primary focus of this article).
The historical aspect of the relationship between these animals and humans permeates the
entire framework. This historical relationship exerts its influence at different levels and with
different stakeholders in the tourism environment. The recreational context circumscribes
the tangible opportunities for visitors to realise their expectations of encountering the
species of their interest, and for operators to provide a variety of experiences for their
clients which are focused on the wild horse as the Other.

The wild horse as the Other
The recent increase in the importance of animals in the tourism and leisure industry has
been related to ‘changing patterns in humans’ leisure and tourism desires, the changing
relationships between humans and animals, and the evolution of concepts concerning the
rights of animals’ (Carr, 2009, p. 409). ‘[A]lmost by definition, for urban individuals the
wild animal is the very embodiment of “otherness”. It is both “outside” human society,
and “inside” human culture, in the sense that human cultures recognize, categorize and
describe such beings.’ (Beardsworth & Bryman, 2001, p. 85). In their attractiveness to visitors, however, all animals are not created equal. Several authors have explored the factors
which account for animal species’ attractiveness to humans (Bart, 1972; Beardsworth &
Bryman, 2001; Kellert, 1989; Ryan, 1998, 2001; Tremblay, 2002; Woods, 2000). Bart
(1972) found that people’s likes and dislikes are culturally determined, affecting personal
feelings about animals (both wild and domestic) as well as their public image. It is
equally clear, both intuitively and based on research results, that such attitudes are
subject to change over time, with changing lifestyles and intellectual climate (Russow,
1989). While some results, such as the high ranking of domestic dogs and horses and of
dolphins are predictable and easily explained by factors such as familiarity and ascribed
anthropomorphic qualities, others defy straightforward explanation, as exemplified by
the prominence of saltwater crocodiles as a tourist attraction in Australia’s Northern Territory. This issue was explored by Ryan (1998, 2001) who came up with an interesting
proposition.
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At the vernacular level it might be argued that dolphins attract through their intelligence, gorillas and monkeys through distant genetic relation, furry animals through cuddly connotation,
and lions through their feline grace. Saltwater crocodiles do not possess any of these attributes.
They continually possess a latent threat in that the human watcher is safe only at a distance or
through a safety barrier. This colloquial approach indicates two possible intersecting dimensions. The first is perceived safety or danger; the second, human orientation within which wildlife is seen as possessing characteristics that are friendly or similar to humans, or at the other
end of the scale, the animals is perceived as being un-human like. [ . . . ] It may be possible to
locate animals within the matrix based on these dimensions. (Ryan, 1998, p. 319)

Following this line of thought, Ryan explains the saltwater crocodile’s placement in the
bottom right corner of the matrix (see Figure 2), since it may be seen as both ‘un-human’
(reptilian) and ‘dangerous’. However, the commercial success of business ventures showcasing crocodiles indicates that such negative appraisals must be tempered by other characteristics that attract. Ryan suggests (1998, p. 319) that there may be an ‘inverse appeal’ of a
creature which is fundamentally different from humans while at the same time representing
a thrill associated with danger, which in itself represents an attraction.
The case of the crocodile presents an interesting example of the complexity of the
relationship between animals and visitors who come to pay them homage. Figure 2 is an
adaptation of Ryan’s matrix with the inclusion of some additional animals that constitute
tourist attractions. Like the crocodile, the wild horse represents a complex case with its
own paradox. The proposed position of the wild horse in Ryan’s matrix is in the top left
corner, along with the dolphin, signifying a perceived lack of danger along with a strong
human orientation. Tourists’ fascination with dolphins has been extensively documented
(Bulbeck, 2005; Curtin, 2006; Higham & Bejder, 2008) and has been attributed to postmodern spiritual beliefs, the perception of intelligence and sociability, aesthetic beauty,
and the display of unconditional friendship towards humans. ‘ . . . [D]olphins have
become the source of psychic healing, ecological answers, spiritual sustenance, and role
models for social relations’ (Bulbeck, 2005, p. 84). Dolphins are encountered as equals
(Nollman, 1987, pp. 178 – 179).
The reasons for positioning the wild horse in the same quadrant as dolphins are
complex. Both animals share a widespread perception by visitors as being comparatively
safe to encounter. It is in the human dimension where intriguing differences are found.
While dolphins are frequently associated with anthropomorphic qualities and human-like
intelligence, wild horses embody powerful symbolic meanings which transcend space
and time, or alternatively, contribute in a significant manner to a sense of place and history.

Figure 2.

Matrix of wildlife appeal (modified after Ryan, 1998, p. 319).
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Arguably, no other animal is as deeply entrenched in our cultural fabric as the horse. There is an
overabundance of evidence throughout history and prehistory, how the horse has inspired the
arts, revolutionised warfare, shaped societies, and conquered continents (Chamberlin, 2006).
A memory of this is deeply ingrained in our collective psyche. (Notzke, 2013, p. 402)

The horse’s role in agriculture, transportation, and warfare may be in the past, but the horse
industry is a major player in North American and European economies (American Horse
Council, n.d.; Equine Canada, n.d.). The fact that lessons from equine society are drawn
on for leadership and management training is a further indication of the horse’s multifaceted
integration into our modern society (Hendrich, 2003; Rector, 2005; Roberts, 2001), not to
mention its profound significance in equine-assisted therapy and learning (The Horses and
Humans Research Foundation, n.d.).
‘The horse’s prominence as a “cultural being” complicates its encounter as a wild
animal.’ (Notzke, 2013, p. 402). In North America, government authorities mostly view
the wild horse as an alien introduced species which competes with native wildlife and negatively impacts native ecosystems as well as interfering with resource industries. This view
contrasts with an interpretation of wild horses as reintroduced wildlife, based on molecular
biology, using mitochondrial DNA analysis, and the adoption of a paleo-ecological perspective (Burckhardt, 1996; Burckhardt cited in Morin, 2006, p. 303; Flannery, 2001,
p. 295; Kirkpatrick & Fazio, 2010, p. 5f ; Martin, 2005, p. 194).
The [caballoid] horse coevolved with American ecosystems over [at least 1.7] million years
before becoming extinct 11,000 years ago, [most likely] due to a combination of human overhunting and climate change. It was reintroduced by the Spanish ca 500 years ago and spread
throughout the Americas (Notzke, 2010, p. 18). As explained by Kirkpatrick and Fazio
(2010, pp. 5–6), the horse fulfils the two crucial requirements which render an animal a
native species: it originated in North America and it co-evolved with its habitat. (Notzke,
2013, p. 400)

This perception is held by scientists representing various disciplines and is also employed
by wild horse supporters drawn from an increasingly informed public (see Notzke, 2013
for further discussion of wild horse biology and political ecology and detailed references).
Thus, the North American wild horse’s ecological status is fundamentally different from
that of the Australian brumby and New Zealand’s Kaimanawa wild horse that their cultural and historical significance notwithstanding, are ecological newcomers in their
habitat. Particularly in Canada, there is abundant evidence (based on government
counts and long-term monitoring of the wild herds by regular observers in the absence
of independent peer-reviewed biological research) that wild horse populations are effectively controlled by predators and a harsh climate in addition to having developed symbiotic relationships with their fellow species (Enns, 2013; McCrory 2002 and ongoing
communication; Government of Alberta [ESRD] website and ongoing communication;
Interview 2006.1; Wild Horses of Alberta [WHOAS] website and ongoing communication). This conundrum has even resulted in a non-sensical neologism, ‘non-wildlife
wildlife’ to describe wild horses and bison (Taylor-Young, 1998). Such government attitudes are reflected in management approaches and thus have direct impacts on the tourism
and recreational context.
Visitor comments drawn from opportunistic samples in Canada and the USA reflect less
ambiguity. My self-administered questionnaires asked travellers to indicate how they
viewed wild horses in North America and gave them five options of which they were
allowed to choose two:
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As part of the ecosystem, just like other wildlife.
As part of our western heritage, not harming the ecosystem.
As an introduced, exotic species, but not harmful.
As alien competition for native wildlife.
As competition for livestock.
No opinion

In the Canadian sample, the majority, namely 70% and 81%, chose the first and second
option, while 12% also viewed wild horses as an introduced, exotic species, but did not perceive them as harmful. One and four per cent, respectively, felt that there was competition
with native wildlife or livestock, while 3% had no opinion. Thus the majority of respondents were comfortable with the notion of wild horses as wildlife, but felt an even stronger
connection with these animals as representing frontier heritage. A similar survey in the
western USA showed a much stronger preponderance of the western heritage connotation
compared to the ecological one, 77% versus 59%. This difference between the Canadian
and American sample may reflect different attitudes towards one’s cultural heritage and
merits further study.
These results clearly show that visitors in North America relate to free-roaming horses
as ‘wild’ animals as well as symbols of a particular period in history. It has been suggested
that particular species often become ‘potent symbols of the[ir] place’ (Tremblay, 2002,
p. 169), which may have social as well as ecological dimensions. Both are reflected in
tourism advertising and visitor comments.
Imagine a place where, as far as the eye can see, miles and miles to the horizon, you can view
America as it was 300 years ago. Imagine a place, long revered by the American Indians, where
the Cheyenne River flows in all four directions, and eagles’ shadows sweep rocky canyon
walls, a place where wild horses run free across endless prairies, hooves striking thunder,
manes and tails flying in the wind. You will feel them, before you hear them; you will hear
them before you see them. (Black Hills Wild Horse Sanctuary Website; South Dakota)
To see these horses in their natural habitat was extraordinary. We felt like we were privileged to
see these special horses. (American visitor to Pryor Mountain National Wild Horse Range)
[Highlight of experience was] Horses moving through the Native American Sun Dance Site.
(American visitor to Black Hills Wild Horse Sanctuary)
I feel like wild mustangs are a part of our heritage. I have waited years to be able to see them. It
was breathtaking. It was like we were on their turf and they ruled. It’s their land. (American
visitor on Red Canyon Wild Mustang Tours, Cody, Wyoming)
I have lived in Wyoming a good portion of my life. The wild mustang has always been one of
the defining characteristics that make Wyoming the Cowboy State. I am glad to see someone
taking some action to try and have these creatures protected for future generations. (American
visitor to Pryor Mountain National Wild Horse Range).

The way free-roaming horses are viewed as contributing to the essence of a place varies
with different geographical environments and may embrace elements of perceived
natural and cultural landscapes. For these American visitors, however, the encounter
with wild horses on the western landscape seems to transcend the tension between what
is seen as cultural, i.e. modified by humans, and natural or wilderness (Gomez-Pompa &
Kaus, 1992; Louter, 2003; Taylor, 1999), be it with regard to the animals themselves or
the landscape they inhabit. Rather, responding on an emotional and ‘hard-wired’ instinctual
level (Curtin, 2009, p. 59), visitors appear to adopt an attitude that accepts wild horses as
‘belonging’ which is more akin to non-western aboriginal positions (Bhattacharyya,
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Slocombe, & Murphy, 2011; Martinez, 2003; Robinson et al., 2005) than those of their
compatriot resource managers.
Such reaction may arise from yet another dimension of wildlife attractive to visitors: an
animal’s charisma. Watson (1996, p. 20) describes charisma as ‘that fleeting, immeasurable,
innate quality that turns the head and stirs the soul’. The notion of ‘charismatic megafauna’
is a familiar one for wildlife tourism scholars and practitioners. The frequently observed
preoccupation of visitors with large, conveniently observable, and appealing animals has
come under attack for detracting from the essence of biodiversity (Kerley, Geach, &
Vial, 2003; Lindsey, Alexander, Mills, Romanach, & Woodroffe, 2007). On the other
hand, by focusing attention on themselves, such species may act as catalysts for focusing
conservation efforts on entire ecosystems (Dempsey, 2010; Watson, 1996). People’s reactions to wild horses suggest encounters with very charismatic animals, as documented by
the following visitor comments.
The sanctuary for me was not only a dream come true (to actually see wild mustangs run freely
in their natural habitat) – but it was spiritual as well. I was moved to tears by the end of the tour.
It was an experience I will never forget.
(Visitor to Black Hills Wild Horse Sanctuary, Black Hills Wild Horse Sanctuary Website http://
www.gwtc.net/!iram/lainhartfoalpurc.html)
They are magnificent. I watched in awe. (American visitor on Red Canyon Wild Mustang
Tours, Cody, Wyoming)
[High light of experience was] to be able to actually view the beautiful Pryor horses after many
years of hoping and dreaming to do so. (American visitor to Pryor Mountain National Wild
Horse Range)
I have always enjoyed nature and untouched animal behavior, but seeing these wild horses
grazing naturally and interacting with one another was a one of a kind experience that I will
not soon forget. After seeing these creatures I now have a new found appreciation for these
wild beasts of beauty. (American visitor to Pryor Mountain National Wild Horse Range)
I enjoyed the wild horse experience more than I can express in words. (American visitor to
Black Hills Wild Horse Sanctuary)

Watson (1996) observes that charismatic animals serve as powerful symbols. In addition to
symbolising the place they occupy, wild horses are frequently seen as symbols of freedom.
They just awed the hell out of me. I knew then what it meant to be free. (Bob Henderson, President of Wild Horses of Alberta Society, about his first encounter with wild horses; quoted in
Remington, 2007, p. B8)

Paradoxically, the fact that most people are more familiar with horses as domestic animals
than as living in a wild state further enhances this symbolism.
No doubt the mysterious origins of the Wild Horses are part of their allure, but it is not the real
issue. Rather, we are fascinated because the horses have gained the freedom to live according to
their own rules. They have broken free from their man-given role of stud, show-jumper or
hobby-companion. They have rediscovered their natural behaviour and their own social rules.
Don’t we all dream of liberating ourselves of the constraints of civilisation? (Gondwana Desert
Collection [Namibia], n.d.)

The wild horse as a tourism attraction appears to be viewed as an amalgam of wildlife, cultural heritage, an aesthetic resource and a source of spiritual inspiration. It is celebrated both
for its historical ties to human history and for having reclaimed its wild heritage (Figure 3).
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Figure 3.

The wild horse: charismatic megafauna (photographer: Bob Henderson).

Encountering the other
The previous section has shown how visitors’ response to wild horses is shaped by historical associations as well as feelings originating at a much deeper cathartic and instinctual
level. The historical context is also influential in shaping the recreation context (see
Figure 1) if we understand the former as history being interpreted by those responsible
for managing the horses’ habitat, arguably under the dictate of economic and/or political
expediency. Government agencies determine the availability of habitat for free-roaming
horses to be viewed in the wild and the circumstances that may or may not be conducive
to tourism activities. The broad spectrum of sanctuaries (in the USA) enabling visitors to
encounter wild horses in a captive or semi-captive state is usually a result of some kind
of public and private sector cooperation which does not preclude fundamental differences
in the participating parties’ view of the wild horse’s legitimate place on public lands.
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Based on Orams’ (1996) Spectrum of Tourist-Wildlife Interaction Opportunities
(SoTWIO), visitor options for viewing wild horses in a semi-captive state or in a natural
or ‘wild’ environment are the most relevant for this article. With regard to the former,
‘[t]hese semi-captive facilities often simulate, or use part of, the natural environment to
restrict wildlife movement and allow the tourist opportunities to interact’ (Orams, 1996,
p. 40). In a similar vein, Cohen (2009, p. 102f) distinguishes between ‘fully-natural settings’ where places are not ‘framed’ or animals restrained in any manner, and ‘seminatural settings’ such as national parks or wildlife sanctuaries ‘which are bounded and
managed spaces’ (Cohen, 2009, p. 102). Cohen contrasts these with ‘semi-contrived settings’ (theme parks, zoos, aquariums) and ‘fully contrived settings’ (animal performances
and shows). According to Cohen’s criteria, one must conclude that only in Canada wild
horses occupy territory that is not circumscribed or enclosed even though resources are
being managed.
In the US, despite the title of the 1971 legislation, the Wild Free-Roaming Horses and Burros
Act, mustangs may be wild in terms of behaviour, but they are no longer free-roaming, being
confined to ‘the area where presently [1971] found’ (US Congress, 1971). The Herd Management Areas which resulted from this legislation have since been drastically (and illegally?)
reduced in number and size, and the process continues. Herd sizes are being decreased to
below genetically viable levels. The mustangs of the American West are essentially fenced
in populations occupying a habitat which for the most part has been cleared of large predators.
In contrast Canadian wild horses – notwithstanding the severe human induced pressures
almost resulting in their extirpation – continue to roam free (of jurisdictional boundaries)
within an ecosystem shared with a full suite of large predators. This makes them unique in
the world. (Notzke, 2013, p. 390f)

The casual observer, i.e. most tourists, will nevertheless perceive American mustangs in their
habitat as ‘wild’ and as occupying a fully natural environment. Herd management areas and
their equine occupants differ in appearance from state to state. The same is true for wild horse
sanctuaries. Mustang sanctuaries vary in their origin, size, management approach, and type
of wild horse herds or individuals accommodated. What they have in common is that
the resident animals are usually far from their place of origin, they may be captive born
and are subject to management by means of supplementary feed, pasture management,
birth control and other types of human interference. To varying degrees most sanctuaries
are involved in rare breed preservation, land conservation, research, education and advocacy. There are no wild horse sanctuaries in Canada which are open to the public.
These different settings provide the backdrop and context for visitors’ engagement and
experience with wild horses. ‘ . . . [A]ctivities are undertaken in settings to gain experiences
that are regarded by the participant as beneficial, thereby linking recreation activities with
the settings in which they are performed, and with the experiences and benefits derived from
undertaking that activity.’ (Schaenzel & McIntosh, 2000, p. 37). Visitor experiences may be
defined as ‘mental, spiritual and physiological outcomes’ (Schaenzel & McIntosh, 2000,
p. 37; see also Curtin, 2006, p. 303), resulting from tourists’ encounter with wild horses.
The nature of such encounters varies from place to place. The Black Hills Wild Horse
Sanctuary in South Dakota (www.wildmustangs.com) occupies a landbase of 4451 hectares
(11,000 acres) and is home to over 500 mustangs. Only 10% of this vast landbase is open to
visitors. Tours range from two hours to three days and offer the tourist bus rides featuring
encounters with habituated mustangs and cultural and natural highlights of their habitat;
photographic safaris; participation in ranch chores; and a more in depth encounter with
the sanctuary and its inhabitants. Also in South Dakota, the ISPMB Ranch (www.ispmb.
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org) encompasses 272 hectares (680 acres) on the Cheyenne River Sioux Indian Reservation and runs one hour, half day and full day tours. Dating back more than 50 years
and associated with the legendary Wild Horse Annie (aka Velma Johnston), this organisation cares for ca. 300 wild horses. The Return to Freedom Sanctuary (www.
returntofreedom.org – I did not visit this facility but met its founder and president, Neda
de Mayo) in California contains just over 120 hectares (300 acres) and accommodates
ca. 400 horses and burros. Return to Freedom, too, offers sanctuary tours, wild horse
hikes and photo safaris as well as private tours and special programs and retreats.
As mentioned above, there are several tours available for visitors of the western states’
herd management areas and wild horse ranges which are vehicle-based and focus on education and photo opportunities. The Pryor Mountain National Wild Horse Range (Montana/
Wyoming) features interpretive signage as well as the Pryor Mountain Wild Mustang
Center (www.pryormustangs.org), a public, not-for-profit educational institution which
serves as a source of information for visitors, and until recently, ran vehicle-based tours
into the wild horse range. At the centre, two captive Pryor Mountain mustangs can be
admired in an enclosure. For the most part, however, visitors to the vast range of the American mustang are on their own. A convenient resource for the independent traveller was provided by Dines (2001) in the form of ‘The American Mustang Guidebook.’
In Canada wild horse-based tourism is almost non-existent. To my knowledge, there are
only two outfitters (both of whom I know personally) who explicitly advertise wild horse
encounters in their promotional materials, who are knowledgeable about wild horse behaviour, and who enable their guests to meet these animals in their natural habitat: Sunset
Guiding and Outfitting in Alberta (http://www.sunsetguiding.com/) and Snowy Mountain
Outfit in British Columbia (http://snowymountainoutfitbandb.webs.com/), both outfitters
focused on horseback-based adventures. Independent travellers have unlimited opportunities to encounter western Canada’s wild horses, but, unsurprisingly, finding the animals
can be fortuitous as well as challenging.
Some interesting inferences can be made from relating wildlife tourism findings to data
obtained from my wild horse tourism survey. In studies of the intricacies of human-wild
animal encounters much attention has been paid to the spatial element.
An ‘encounter’ with a wild animal suggests more of a meeting, of being in a shared space with
both animal and human being acutely aware of one another especially where there is one-to-one
experience or where there is eye contact . . . .This is more akin to participation. Conversely,
watching wildlife through binoculars or a telescope from afar is more analogous to being an
observer or spectator and has voyeuristic connotations. . . . The deepest and strongest attachments between people and natural occurrences give rise to spiritual experiences in which
people feel a sense of connection with a larger reality that helps give meaning to their own
lives. (Curtin, 2009, p. 466f)

As remarked by Bulbeck (2005, p. 101) with regard to cetacean tourism, ‘closeness can be
everything’. In his treatment of ‘ocular consumption’ of the polar bear in Churchill, Manitoba, Lemelin (2006, p. 528f) discusses ‘the dynamic interplay between the four dimensions (visual, temporal, spatial, sensory) involved in wildlife tourism’. He suggests
that increasing ‘temporal investments’ (from seconds in the gawk to hours for the gaze) by
wildlife tourists, decreases spatial dimensions, while also increasing the likelihood of
additional senses such as (audition, olfaction) being incorporated into the experience. The
sixth sensory dimension, spiritual attunement (a sense of ‘belonging’ or rejuvenation) . . .
[requires further evolution of the gaze].
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Cloke and Perkins (2005, p. 904) contrast the ‘passive gaze’ with the ‘embodied performance’ of nature and animals by means of ‘the relational agency of these species and people
drawn to them’. This calls to mind Notzke’s (2013) exploration of the wild horse as a nonhuman agent with particular attention paid to the animal’s non-human charisma (Lorimer,
2007). The manner in which the wild horse’s ‘significant otherness’ (Haraway, 2003, p. 16)
and ‘affective materiality’ (Dempsey, 2010, p. 1142) become manifest in the tourism
encounter is likely to be influenced by the way this encounter is framed (Bulbeck, 2005,
p. 79).
In sanctuaries visitors are supervised by a guide. Even during shorter vehicle-based
tours people usually have the opportunity to approach habituated mustangs on foot, and
in some cases, even to touch them. On the other hand, they may also observe these
animals engaging in their natural behaviour in wide open spaces, learn about equine
society and the mustang’s place in frontier history as well as listen to an individual
animal’s story. Guided tours in herd management areas offer similar information. Visitors
to mustang territory – guided or unguided – may be able to witness wild horse behaviour
in relative proximity (without the use of binoculars), but they may also encounter wild herds
who are extremely elusive and wary. There are many variables involved: the visitors and
their conduct, herd composition and leadership, degree of habituation, level of harassment,
weather etc. There is a need for well publicised visitor/wild horse interaction guidelines
(Hughes & Carlsen, 2008) in order to protect both humans and animals.
Bearing in mind the above comments on participatory encounters and levels of engagement in wildlife tourism, identification of the highlight of visitors’ experience in wild horse
country is of particular interest. This was an open-ended question in my survey (respondents were almost equally divided between visitors to herd management areas and the sanctuary). By far the largest percentage, 49% (including visitors to herd management areas and
the sanctuary), felt that the opportunity to watch the horses roam free was the highlight of
their experience. Seventeen per cent cited the opportunity to be close to the animals as their
favourite experience. Fourteen per cent were particularly enchanted by the foals. Six per
cent were especially impressed by seeing the mustangs cared for and protected. Other
respondents mentioned their guide’s performance, photo opportunities, learning about
wild horse protection, touching the animals and watching children’s reaction.
The overwhelming visitor response (which is also reflected in verbatim visitor comments in the previous section of this article) to simply being able to watch wild horses
roaming free in their habitat and doing what horses do in their society is extremely significant for the prospect of minimal interference and low impact wild horse-based tourism. At
first glance, it also seems surprising in view of the strong emphasis usually placed on oneto-one, interactive, close-up experiences in wildlife tourism. However, considering the
different species involved it becomes more understandable. Tourists’ responses to their
experience are a function of tourist expectations. As previously mentioned, cetacean
tourism has attracted a major share of wildlife tourism researchers’ attention. The association of whales and dolphins with anthropomorphic qualities and human-like intelligence
makes the anticipation of a ‘spiritually instinctive’ experience (Cloke & Perkins, 2005,
p. 917) quite understandable. We recognise ourselves in primates, in particular the great
apes (McWilliam, 2001; Ringer, 2002), and consequently travellers’ quest for the eye to
eye contact kind of connection with our close relatives is not surprising. In relation to
less human-oriented species, people are transfixed by a close encounter with animals
such as penguins (Bulbeck, 2005, p. 79f ) whom they are not accustomed to meeting up
close and personal. ‘Trophy moments’ (Cloke & Perkins, 2005, p. 911) differ, and the
wild horse is in a class of its own.
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According to anthropologist Atwood Lawrence (1982):
. . . of all animals the horse is uniquely suited to represent, and demonstrate through constant
recapitulation, the conquest of the wild – the extension of culture into nature. For the horse
embodies, and is able to demonstrate, the polarities of wild/tame, and within one species it
encompasses the varying degrees between them. The equine animal in America includes
many gradations along a continuum which I see as existing between wild and tame.
. . . the horse, with its many forms running from wild to tame, serves as a symbolic bridge
between nature and culture. (Atwood Lawrence, 1982, p. 132)
This may be conceptualized in terms of the nature/culture dichotomy, and expressed by the
opposition wild/tame. ‘Taming the raw land’ is the phrase used to describe the winning of
the West, and it can be aptly expressed through the transformation of the horse, a creature
which is resistant to taming. (Atwood Lawrence, 1982, p. 134f)

Tourists, if so inclined, have ample opportunity in their everyday lives to look into the eye,
feed a carrot, and stroke the nose of the species equus caballus. This is not what they are
looking for in their quest to meet the wild horse. What enchants the visitor to wild horse
country is encountering an animal which leads a self-determined life behaving according
to its own societal rules and enhancing as well as being shaped by its natural environment.
This is why so many people feel inspired by watching wild horses thundering across the
plains, young stallions play-fighting, mothers attending to their young, and wild stallions
clearly willing to put their life on the line to protect their family. A personal engaged
encounter is an added bonus but not a sine qua non for a meaningful experience with
wild horses.
Nevertheless, given specified options to enhance their experience, American visitors
were particularly interested in guided tours on horseback (24%) and a Native American perspective (23%) while there was also considerable interest in more information and better
signage. Some visitors expressed concern about the potentially disruptive impacts of
tours. Overall it appears that the tourism potential of the American mustang is significantly
underutilised, a notion that the BLM (the principal government agency responsible for
mustang management in the USA) is gradually becoming aware of as evidenced by its
recent ecosanctuary initiative.
In Canada the tourism potential of wild horses remains almost entirely untapped.
However, this is not due to a lack of interest on the part of visitors to areas that are
home to wild horses. The vast majority of travellers to Alberta’s foothills and Saskatchewan’s Bronson Forest (who responded to the questionnaire survey) would not only be interested in viewing wild horses if given the chance, but would spend an extra day (if not more)
in the area if given the opportunity of a ‘wild horse experience’ (81% and 67%, respectively). People are particularly interested in interpretive signage and information as to the
horses’ likely whereabouts for self-guided viewing (63%). Similar to the USA there is
also considerable interest in guided tours and interpretive services for viewing on horseback
(58%), on foot (50%) and by vehicle (35%). There is a pronounced interest in a First
Nations’ perspective (52%). People would also welcome a visitors’ centre (50%) with
tame mustangs and the sale of books and artwork.
Notwithstanding this potential in both countries, wild horse-based tourism is fraught
with challenges and uncertainty as a direct result of the tenuous existence of the wild
horses themselves. The paradox of authorities wanting to cash in on wild horses while
denying their right to exist in the USA is not lost on the critical observer. In response to
a glowing advertisement of the Pilot Butte Wild Horse Scenic Loop Tour by the
Wyoming Tourism Board Cohen (2011, p. 1) writes:
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The Wyoming Tourism Board wants you and your family to come see the wild horses in Sweetwater County, but you better go quick. Beginning next month, federal officials and local contractors will roundup and remove approximately 700 of those horses (about 70 per cent of the
herd) to satisfy the complaints of the cattle and sheep ranchers in the area who don’t want to
share land with federally-protected horses. The ‘cherished,’ ‘living examples’ of Wyoming’s
western heritage will be penned in and then given up for adoption or sold at auction. Many
will soon die. Some may even be slaughtered for meat. All will likely be gone from view in
Sweetwater County. You and your family, having traveled to southwestern Wyoming, may
be plum out of luck.

The ongoing reduction of herd management areas and elimination of mustangs from public
lands does not bode well for wild horse-based tourism in the USA. Harassment and traumatisation of mustangs remaining on the range make them less than tolerant of approaching
visitors. The threats are no less grave in western Canada. In Alberta’s Rocky Mountain
Foothills not only have wild horses been subjected to annual capture seasons (the 2011/
2012 season resulted in a cull of 218 horses – seven times the usual number – the majority
of whom went for slaughter) but horses have also been shot by unknown perpetrators with a
body count of more than 30 over the past decade. In neighbouring Saskatchewan two-thirds
of this province’s small wild horse population were shot and left to rot or used as bear bait,
before people rose up in protest and effected protective legislation for the remainder of these
animals. In British Columbia the cause of wild horses is being championed by the Xeni
Gwet’in First Nation and an allied non-governmental organisation. In this province of
unsettled aboriginal claims the First Nation’s political clout provides a measure of protection for at least some of the Chilcotin’s wild horses.
Wild horse-based tourism can only flourish in an environment where the animal is
acknowledged as a valuable resource, where there is a political will to protect it, and
where there is no risk in disclosing the herds’ whereabouts. At present such environment
does not appear to exist in either Canada or the USA. The Alberta-based tourism enterprise
Sunset Guiding & Outfitting which has embraced the wild horse as a tourism attraction, suffered severe loss of business as a result of the 2011/2012 capture season which effected the
dispersal or removal of its local wild horse population (M. Fox, personal communication,
February 21, 2013). Throughout Alberta, locals who feel protective of their wild horses are
reluctant to share information about their location. At the same time, individuals familiar
with the wild horses’ movements and behaviour, such as local observers, researchers and
photographers, are flooded with requests by people who want to catch a glimpse of these
animals.
This dire status quo notwithstanding, the transformative potential of tourism needs to be
acknowledged. Just like the wolf, the wild horse
remains, first and foremost, an economic pawn rather than an educational opportunity. The distinguishing characteristic of ecotourism is education. When ecotourism fails to interpret wildlife as more than an experience, and society as the primary manipulator of wildlife, it is simply
tourism! (LaPage, 1997, p. 68)

LaPage’s words carry a resounding message when calling for ‘education as an ethical
requirement, a cost of doing business, of wolf-tourism programs’ (LaPage, 1997, p. 68).
‘Wolf’ may be replaced with ‘wild horse’. Wild horse-based tourism ought to be charged
with telling the horse’s story which predates the Western frontier in both Canada and the
USA by millions of years, and which transcends Caucasians’ and North American indigenous people’s perspectives. Without doing so, wild horse-based tourism will continue to use
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these animals as ‘social pawn’ (LaPage, 1997, p. 68) rather than ‘embrac[ing] the principles
of education, involvement, and commitment’ (LaPage, 1997, p. 69). Understood in this
sense, tourism has the potential to be ‘life changing’ and to provide instructions as to
‘how the tourist can help’ (LaPage, 1997, p. 68).
But, more important, it [the war against the wolf, but also the war against the wild horse] was a
silent war against publicly owned resources waged at the behest of powerful special interests; a
war which increased the cost of wildlife management by decreasing the natural balancing
forces which occur in nature. Perhaps the best indicator of changing attitudes will be the
extent to which ecotourism itself grows in its ability to grow respect within the environmental
community and build power within the public policy arena . . . And above all, it must help us
understand our place in the universe. (LaPage, 1997, p. 69f)

Conclusion and outlook
This article has introduced a misunderstood and controversial wild animal as a tourism
attraction: the wild horse. It renders a new contribution to wildlife tourism research
since, notwithstanding the huge variety of species visited by tourists and investigated by
wildlife tourism researchers, wild horses have so far been overlooked by tourism scholars.
Nevertheless, wild horses attract tourists around the world, and supporters of the beleaguered wild horse in western North America pin high hopes on tourism’s potential of contributing to species and habitat conservation. Its symbolic function as a bridge between
nature and culture has poorly served the wild horse in North America, as it remains an extremely polarising subject in the management debate of public lands in the USA and Canada.
Not unlike the wolf, it is also an animal that elicits intense emotions due to its pronounced
charisma. Visitors relate to wild horses on many levels, consciously and subconsciously,
and tend to view them as belonging in the natural or cultural landscape they occupy in a
very profound way. At the same time, the wild horse is imbued with powerful symbolism
which transcends time and space, particularly as a symbol of freedom which is enhanced
rather than hindered by its domestic roots many horse generations ago.
Wild horse-based tourism in western North America is underdeveloped when compared
to its potential. Nevertheless, facilitated opportunities for wild horse encounters exist in the
USA in different settings while being much more limited in western Canada. There is a
complex relationship between the management environment for wild horses and the recreational/tourism context. A thriving tourism industry is contingent upon respect for the
resource the industry depends on. The beleaguered state of most wild horses on both
sides of the border creates a less than nurturing environment for wild horse-based
tourism. In Canada, tourism may even be perceived as a risk factor insofar as it publicises
wild horse herds’ whereabouts. But the ‘double-edged sword’ nature of tourism is by now
well known. While being risky, tourism can serve as a powerful tool of shaping public
opinion and consciousness of nature and culture. It can carry educational messages and
ascribe a monetary value (the universal language of our time?) to just about anything.
The challenge for wild horse-based tourism is to follow ecotourism guidelines, i.e. to
conduct itself with a social and environmental conscience, and to be open to, and act as
a conduit for, what the wild horse can teach us about ourselves and our place in nature.
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